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Share Your Feedback on Proposed Plan for CBE High Schools June 1-13, 2021
Since 2019, we have been working on a sustainable plan that balances enrolment across CBE high schools
and gives students access, flexibility and choice in programming.
We have now developed a proposed plan to balance enrolment at CBE high schools that reflects what we
have heard from you over the past two years. The plan aligns with CBE planning principles and considers
available space and resources as well as financial sustainability.
We have responded to stakeholder feedback where possible in blending Scenarios A and B, the two
scenarios presented for feedback in March 2021.

Visit Our Website for Details
More details on how schools and communities are affected in the proposed plan are available on the high
school engagement webpage. This includes:
Video overview
Printable Proposed Plan Overview that outlines changes by school, program details and more
Digital Story Map that allows you to view the plan in more detail
Printable PDFs of Enrolment Projections and Boundary Maps by school
We have an FAQ section that answers questions you may have as well.

Share Your Feedback until June 13, 2021
After reviewing the proposed plan information, you can share your perspectives in these ways:
Parent and Public Survey June 1-13
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Student Survey June 1-13
Idea Boards: post comments and questions June 1-8
There is a survey available to staff on our staff intranet as well.

New! Completing the Survey in Other Languages
The two surveys above can be translated into eleven languages: Amharic, Chinese Traditional, Chinese
Simplified, French, Haitian Creole, Portugese, Punjabi, Somali, Spanish, Tagalog, Vietnamese. Click on the
survey link, look for the icon below in the top right and choose your language from the drop-down list.

We have also provided translated instructions on how to use Google Translate to translate these surveys in
the following languages: Arabic, Farsi and Urdu.

Communicating a Decision by June 30
We will communicate a final decision about balancing enrolment at CBE high schools by June 30, 2021. This
is earlier than planned and responds to feedback to make the decision as soon as possible so families have
more time to plan.
These changes will be effective for the 2022-23 school year.
Thank you for helping to shape the future of high schools at the CBE.
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